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Abstract

Bibliometric maps or science maps are figurative representation of scientific field or organization in which elements of the map are associated with topic or themes. In this study, the method that has been chosen to perform bibliometric mapping is co-words analysis. Main objective for this study is to identify the research progress that been achieved by previous researchers and future direction which has the potential to be discovered by younger researchers. Set of data been downloaded from Scopus database. In this study total of 2360 successfully downloaded which has been sorted the highest cited articles and all subject area is selected from year 1995 to 2015. By using Vosviewer, title and abstract from corpus is manipulated in order to produce cluster of co-words analysis. As for result, there are 5 cluster words being produce in the software. Three of clusters are related to medicine, pharmacy and clinical namely as cluster 1, cluster 4 and cluster 5. In cluster 2 is related to agricultural, environment and forestry whereas the last cluster, cluster 3 is more relate to children development, adult health and health in developing countries. Highest and low frequency word also reported in this study. Highest frequency can be considered as the most research area that become researcher’s choice in this past 20 years. Whereas for low frequency words is the potential words that can be a guidance for young researchers to choose which research area or domain that they can gain the interest and do the next exploration.
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1 Introduction

Bibliometric mapping have been around for quite a while. Nonetheless, the number of paper remain low when it comes to identify the progress for research publication as total regardless the subject area or domain. There are number of publication which reviewed and studied a bibliometric mapping in certain domain such as computer intelligence (Eck and Waltman, 2007a), education (Assefa and Rorissa, 2013), drinking water research (Fu et al., 2013), medicine (Bazm et al., 2016) and others (Lee and Jeong, 2008) but, just a few study been made to identify the progress of researcher’s publication which happens in the certain country (Gazni et al., 2012). One of main reason on bibliometric mapping is to identify the nature relationship and structure of the communities and it also knows as ‘science map’ (Buter et al., 2006; Eck et al., 2010) or landscape of science (Noyons, 1999a).

Number of publication are increasing and collaboration between countries as well as with research centers are keep on carried out by research universities. Undoubtedly, new discoveries are always being center of attention as one of greatest achievement by researchers and scientist. Although it is undeniable by the establishment of research universities and research centers, publication and research are vigorously done by these parties. Yet, we didn’t know which area and research being center of attention and actively done by Malaysian’s researchers. Therefore, in order to identify the progress and main focus of publication output, one of approach to get the overview is by perform the visualization bibliometric element namely as bibliometric mapping. Thus, it become the main objective for this study is to identify the research progress that been achieved by previous researchers and future direction which has the potential to be discovered by younger researchers. Since there are no study been made before in bibliometric mapping for Malaysian’s researchers, thus, this is the first study to do the exploration what have been made by previous researchers as well as the domain research that become a choice. The exploration is by manipulated bibliometric element namely as title and abstract which consist in publication. It is important to discover this bibliometric map in order to make sure the research and development are keep on evolving and continue. It also can give an idea to researchers to seek the opportunities in explore the new topics or research area which has the potential to become one of their domain of study.

2 Related work

Bibliometric maps or science maps are figurative representation of scientific field or organization in which elements of the map are associated with topic or themes (Assefa and Rorissa, 2013). It also can be considered as a bridge to related research topic (Buter et al., 2006; Glenisson et al., 2005) or a graphical summaries of sets of papers, which is either it is based on sets of citation data
which normally called as co-citation maps (Egghe and Rousseau, 2002; Small, 1973), words of phrases which normally called as co-words analysis (Leydesdorff, 1996; Leydesdorff and Welbers, 2011) or some other bibliometric element (Buter et al., 2006).

Bibliometric mapping is visualized multiple item which called nodes and has the underlying relationships between one nodes to another which called edges (Bazm et al., 2016). The relationship edges comes from either authors, journals, abstract, titles or keywords which occurring in research papers (Assefa and Rorissa, 2013). Among the advantages performs bibliometric mapping is to get an idea and valuable insight on what is actually happening in certain area such as which domain is currently generate more papers or articles, which current issues that get the attention of current and previous researchers or how well the publication been made by the researchers (Muñoz-Leiva et al., 2011). This valuable insight is can give such a good overview for management team to know the progress of their researchers and for younger researcher to get the surface information and for them to choose which path to choose in order to stamp their name in certain domain area (Noyons, 1999b; van Eck et al., 2010).

There are a few type of bibliometric mapping namely as co-citation or bibliographic coupling (Boyack and Klavans, 2010), co-words (Igami et al., 2014), co-authorship (Huang et al., 2015), and others. Co-citation or bibliographic coupling is the condition where two documents is an item of reference used by two document. The strength of for this type of analysis is the number of reference which have in two documents in commons (Boyack and Klavans, 2010). Co-words analysis is the condition of the occurrences of keywords which extracted from the corpus’s title, abstract or even full articles (Li and Chu, 2016) whereas as for co-authorship normally applied when two or more author collaborate with each other to produce some papers (Yan and Ding, 2012). Among all type of bibliometric mapping, selected type which is implemented in this paper is co-words analysis in order to produce the visualization of research topic and potential research area.

Output generated from bibliometric mapping normally in a form of cluster of a group (Andersen et al., 2015). Group of important item which has higher frequency from the others which doesn’t gain any high value (Bazm et al., 2016). The most high frequency will lead the cluster and another related which has the strong connection with the main item is located in the same group (Bazm et al., 2016). From this cluster, we can see the relationship between clusters by observe the inter-connection and intra-connection between items within the cluster (Andersen et al., 2015). From generated cluster, more valuable information can be interpreted which can help number of parties such as researchers which have the interest in certain area or management team which has the intention to get the knowledge about the publication or author or another element in bibliometric or even for any funding bodies to have the overview on what’s in going on in certain area research environment (Andersen et al., 2015).
In certain way, mapping and clustering is complement each other (Assefa and Rorissa, 2013). Cluster analysis involves number of different algorithms which has the main purpose to detect natural division of networks into groups namely as cluster that based on similarity and minimize inter-cluster similarity (Bazm et al., 2016). Once the relationship or distance between words were identified or establish, the cluster of words will be generated in order to represent the group of significance words which has the relationship between one and another. The close distance between words means the strong relationship and importance connection between each other. In one certain map, there are few clusters are generated and there are certainly some connection between clusters. Therefore, in bibliometric map, it is useful tools to study the structure and the dynamics of scientific research.

2.2 Co-words analysis

In co – words analysis, it is often accompanied by mapping and visualization of significant words, terms or phrases which to understand the structure of a bibliometric network, including the identification of major topics in a domain, the relationship between the topic and the diffusion of ideas over time (Dehdarirad et al., 2014; Liu et al., 2014; Viedma-Del-Jesus et al., 2011). In bibliometric mapping, the frequent tools to analyze co-words analysis is either title or subtitle, author’s keywords, journal’s title, abstract or full articles (Eck and Waltman, 2007b; Heersmink et al., 2011; Waltman and Eck, 2012). There are several technique which been used by previous researchers in order to retrieve certain frequency words or to calculate the weight of words which embedded in the abstract or full articles. Among all techniques frequently used by researchers are is multidimensional scaling (MDS) and visualization of similarities (Vos). Both MDS and VOS are basically use same approach which is multidimensional scaling (Eck et al., 2010). Aim of MDS is to locate items in a low dimensional space in such a way that the distance between any two items reflects the similarity or relatedness of the items as accurately as possible (Eck et al., 2010). The stronger the relation between two items, the smaller the distance between the items. Comparison between MDS and Vos is Vos is much more robust compared to MDS (Eck and Waltman, 2009; Eck et al., 2010). Vos capable to produce a large complex map and able to process large amount of data as well as capable to produce clusters where each of cluster contain high similarities between nodes (Eck and Waltman, 2007c, 2011; Eck and Waltman, 2010).

One of benefit in co-words is a very useful tools which allows researchers as well as the management team to get the overview and identify the key patterns and trends which has happened and to get the idea the future exploration within the area. As overview, co words analysis is a content analysis that effective in mapping the strength of association between information items in textual data. Co-words known as maps (Carley, 1997), term mapping (Rokaya et al., 2008),
bibliometric mapping (van Eck et al., 2010), keywords map (Chen et al., 2015),
text mapping (Eck and Waltman, 2011), networks of words (Danowski, 1993),
Whichever term been used, the purpose in performing the co-words analysis is
pretty much the same which is to analyze the text.

Nevertheless, to retrieve full articles seems the last choice due to limitation of
library’s subscription database, therefore, most of research used combination of
title with the full abstract or title, subtitle and full abstract. The advantage exploit
the abstract is normally abstract is a brief summary of a research articles, thesis,
review, conference proceeding or any in-depth analysis of a particular subject and
frequently used to help the interest reader quickly learn the purpose of papers
(Ding et al., 2001; Glenisson et al., 2005; Janssens et al., 2006). Therefore, there
might be a high percentage on words repeating in abstract and full articles
although some journal or publisher put a limitation words in abstract.

There are so specific definition about co-words analysis but most of the
definition from other researcher is the content connection or communication in
language which can be modeled as a networks of words and definitely has the
relationship between each other (Callon et al., 1991; Ding et al., 2001; Janssens et
al., 2006). This content analysis was claimed to be one of powerful technique for
discovering and describing the interaction between different fields in scientific
research (Bailón-Moreno et al., 2006; Callon et al., 1991; Leydesdorff and Zhou,
2008; Muñoz-Leiva et al., 2011). Although there are study been made by other
researchers by manipulate other language such as Chinese character, there is
indeed a need the thesaurus for system or application to read and interpreted each
characters (Gu and Li, 2015; Leydesdorff and Zhou, 2008).

There are huge benefits which was proven by previous researchers and has a huge
impact in publication and research environment. One of the advantages is its help
to plan or act as an aid in determine the research agenda as well as in evaluating
the state of scientific field (Ding et al., 2001; Janssens et al., 2006). Co-words
were tested and were validated that its map worked as reasonable representation
of cognitive and social relation of the research field that have been studied by
researchers (Healey, 1986; Peters and van Raan, 1993). Co words can act as the
second opinion besides relies on expert’s opinion only (Heersmink et al., 2011).

This is not disclaim any expert’s or senior’s opinion or judgement in determine
the direction of certain research as we still needs human experts thoughts and
ideas. But then, sometimes human judgement is limited due to our limitations
capabilities in remembering and discovering our surrounding and also our
research interest. Therefore, co-words become one of medium to help between
experts, seniors with other researchers to do more exploration in certain research
area (Coulter et al., 1998; Ding et al., 2001; Looze and Lemarié, 2006). Most
conflict happens when it comes to sub-subject area, or new research area in
certain subject area that quite new and isn’t mature enough to be discovered.
Certainly, researchers need an aid and support to help them move or climb from novice stage to intermediate stage and so on. By observes and perceives words that being produces in co-words analysis, it might help them to get a little overview to do next steps.

Another advantages using the co-words analysis is has the capabilities to identify the research topic with referring to the statistical analysis that produces together with the occurrences words with only manipulate the previous publication that being published throughout the years (van Eck et al., 2010; Viedma-Del-Jesus et al., 2011). Previous publication which gain a lot of citation by other researchers certainly give an impact to the research environment as well as their readers, therefore, these document might has hidden information that need to be discovered by other researchers (Cho and Khang, 2006). The evolution from previous to current publication definitely shows huge discovery in the scientific field (Viedma-Del-Jesus et al., 2011). Some of words might already saturated but some of them might has space to do the investigation or some of them can be manipulate to become another interesting discovery. Thus, to gain the insight words that generated from publication is important and can give huge opportunities to research and field to growth and expend.

Some of co-words research are performed without any combination from other bibliometric analysis, but some of research did the combination such as with citation analysis or co-citation. The combination of indicator is to make sure the relatedness between publications (Waltman and Eck, 2012). Most common combination was between citation analysis with abstract and title (Heersmink et al., 2011). Citation analysis normally shows the frequent number of publication being cited by other (Heersmink et al., 2011; Janssens et al., 2006). The higher numbers of citation, shows that publication did some impact to the research environment, therefore, it might have the hidden information that have the potential to be discovered by others. Another reason on selected the higher number of citation is typically the publication comes from experts or well-known researchers (Glänzel and Schubert, 2003). Usually research from the experts gain a lot of attention by others especially younger researcher in order to develop their name in research world. Certainly, experts has a lot more experience in performing the research and publication and the idea from the publication are definitely important and precious, therefore, it is significance to select the publication which has higher number of citation(Braam et al., 1991; Glänzel and Schubert, 2003). Thus, in this study, before any retrieving activities being perform, all document are sorted according from higher number of citation to the small numbers of citation. This is to make sure that all document will be analyze precisely and all occurrences words being developed from the selected system are much more beneficial to others.

With huge benefits can gain from co-words analysis, it is significant to implement in all related field in order to see and identify the progress of their research and it can give huge advantage in a field to do more investigation for new discovery.
There are numbers of system or application that been invented by researchers in
determined words in the publication such as VOSVIEWER (Tahamtan et al.) (Eck
and Waltman, 2009), LEXMAPPE (Ding et al., 2001), Content Analysis and
Information Retrieval (CAIR)(Coulter et al., 1998), NPtools (Ding et al., 2001) or
other related software that capable to extract occurrences words from text. These
systems or application has the skills to retrieved words from the text and has the
capabilities to identify the most occurrences words in the publication. Most of
system were developed as standalone system which means all systems need to be
downloaded, installed and analyzed on personal workstation. This is because of
most system are able process huge number of publication, only a few system from
earlier era has the limitation in processing numbers of publication. As there are a
lot of application exists in performing co-words analysis, one of the application
namely as VosViewer is elected in this study. VosViewer or visualization of
similarities was development by previous researchers namely as Nees Jan van Eck
and Ludo Waltman (Eck and Waltman, 2011; Eck and Waltman., 2010). It is a
computer program that was developed to creating, visualizin


2.2.1 Vosviewer

Basically VosViewer is the application which apply the concept of text mining.
Text mining or knowledge discoveries (Feldman and Dagan, 1995) is a process of
digging up the information from the textual database, extracting the interesting
and non-trivial pattern or knowledge (Tan, 1990). This concept already exists
quite sometimes and it does gives some impact to the research world with any
hidden information from the text database can be brought out from manipulate the
collection of text such as from text book (Berry, 2004), collection of
publication(Gu and Li, 2015) , social media (He et al., 2013), phone messages
(Vlieger and Leydesdorff, 2011) and others that were textual based. The idea of
created and developed this application is to provide the comprehensive graphical
presentation for bibliometric data which previously, most of the application has
limitation in viewing the huge number of text data (Eck and Waltman., 2010).
Most of previous application only capable to own simple visualization with
limited visual or graphical presentation (Ahlgren et al., 2003; Richard Klavans
and Boyack, 2006). Therefore, VosViewer has the intention to provide the
graphical representation of large bibliometric maps can be much enhanced by
means of, for example, zoom functionality, special labeling algorithms, and
density metaphors (Eck and Waltman., 2010). This kind of functionality is not incorporated into the computer programs that are commonly used by bibliometric researchers. This program pays special attention to the graphical representation of bibliometric maps.

In VosViewer, there are a few text mining functionality that provides term map based on corpus of document. The main component of Vosviewer are the mapping technique used for constructing map and the viewer used for examining maps. VOSviewer is the result of integrating the VOS mapping technique and the improved viewer software. VOSviewer can for example be used to view maps that have been constructed using a multidimensional scaling program such as the PROXSCAL program in SPSS. Another more technical thing to note is that VOSviewer has been written entirely in the Java programming language. Because of this, VOSviewer can be used on almost any hardware and operating system platform. It can also be started directly from a web page on the internet.

There are two types of bibliometric map that Vosviewer is intended to be used which are distance-based maps and graph-based maps. Distance-based maps are maps in which the distance between two items indicates the strength of the relation between the items. A smaller distance generally indicates a stronger relation. In most cases, items tend to be distributed quite unevenly in distance-based maps. On the one hand this makes it easy to identify clusters of related items, but on the other hand this sometimes makes it difficult to label all the items in a map without having labels that overlap each other. Whereas for graph-based map are maps in which the distance between two items need not indicate the strength of the relation between the items. Instead, lines are drawn between items to indicate relations. Items are usually distributed in a fairly uniform way in graph-based maps. This has the advantage that it is relatively easy to avoid the problem of overlapping labels. The disadvantage of graph-based maps compared with distance-based maps is that it typically is more difficult to see the strength of the relation between two items. Clusters of related items are also more difficult to detect.

VOSviewer can be used to view any distance-based map, regardless of the mapping technique with which the map has been constructed. One can use VOSviewer to view multidimensional scaling maps produced using statistical packages such as SAS, SPSS, and R, but one can also use VOSviewer to view maps constructed using less common techniques such as VxOrd. Because the VOS mapping technique shows a very good performance (Van Eck et al., 2008a), this technique has been fully integrated into VOSviewer. This means that VOSviewer can be used not only to view VOS maps but also to construct them. Hence, no separate computer program is needed for constructing VOS maps.
2.2.2 Vosviewer: construction of map

VOSviewer constructs a map based on a co-occurrence matrix. The construction of a map is a process that consists of three steps. In the first step, a similarity matrix is calculated based on the co-occurrence matrix. In the second step, a map is constructed by applying the VOS mapping technique to the similarity matrix. And finally, in the third step, the map is translated, rotated, and perhaps also reflected.

**Step 1: Similarity matrix**

VOS mapping technique requires a similarity matrix as input. A similarity matrix can be obtained from a co-occurrence matrix by normalizing the latter matrix, that is, by correcting the matrix for differences in the total number of occurrences or co-occurrences of items (Eck and Waltman, 2007b). VOSviewer, however, does not use one of these similarity measures. Instead, it uses a similarity measure known as the association strength (Eck and Waltman, 2007b; Eck et al., 2006) (Van Eck and Waltman, 2007b; Van Eck et al., 2006). This similarity measure is sometimes also referred to as the proximity index (Peters and van Raan, 1993) or as the probabilistic affinity index (information et al., 2004). Using the association strength, the similarity $s_{ij}$ between two items $i$ and $j$ is calculated as

$$s_{ij} = \frac{c_{ij}}{w_i w_j},$$

(1)

**Step 2: VOS mapping technique**

VOS has the tendency to locate objects close to what we have called their ideal coordinates. The ideal coordinates of an object $i$ are defined as a weighted average of the coordinates of all other objects, where the coordinates of objects more similar to object $i$ are given higher weight in the calculation of the weighted average (Eck and Waltman, 2007c, 2009). Second, VOS seems to pay more attention to indirect similarities via third objects multidimensional scaling (MDS) (Eck and Waltman, 2007c, 2009). The idea of the VOS mapping technique is to minimize a weighted sum of the squared Euclidean distances between all pairs of items. The higher the similarity between two items, the higher the weight of their squared distance in the summation. To avoid trivial maps in which all items have the same location, the constraint is imposed that the average distance between two items must be equal to 1. In mathematical notation, the objective function to be minimized is given by

$$E(x_1, \ldots, x_n) = \sum_{i<j} s_{ij} ||x_i - x_j||^2,$$

(2)

where the vector $x_i = (xi_1; xi_2)$ in (2)
denotes the location of item \( i \) in a two-dimensional map and where \( k \cdot k \) denotes the Euclidean norm. Minimization of the objective function is performed subject to the constraint in (3)

\[
\frac{2}{n(n-1)} \sum_{i<j} \|x_i - x_j\| = 1. \tag{3}
\]

**Step 3: Translation, rotation, and reflection**

The optimization problem discussed in step 2 does not have a unique globally optimal solution. This is because, if a solution is globally optimal, any translation, rotation, or reflection of the solution must also be globally optimal (for a discussion of this issue in the multidimensional scaling context, see Borg and Groenen, 2005). It is of course important that VOSviewer produces consistent results. The same co-occurrence matrix should therefore always yield the same map (apart from differences caused by local optima). To accomplish this, it is necessary to transform the solution obtained for the optimization problem discussed in step 2. VOSviewer applies the following three transformations to the solution:

- **Translation** The solution is translated in such a way that it becomes centered at the origin.
- **Rotation** The solution is rotated in such a way that the variance on the horizontal dimension is maximized. This transformation is known as principal component analysis.
- **Reflection** Let \( i \) and \( j \) denote the items with, respectively, the lowest and the highest coordinate on the horizontal dimension, and let \( k \) and \( l \) denote the items with, respectively, the lowest and the highest coordinate on the vertical dimension. If \( i > j \), the solution is reflected in the vertical axis. If \( k > l \), the solution is reflected in the horizontal axis.

These three transformations are sufficient to ensure that VOSviewer produces consistent results.

### 2.2.3 Vosviewer: density map

There are two density map that include in Vosviewer which is ordinary density map and cluster density map.

**Ordinary density map**

In this view, items are indicated by a label in a similar way as in the label view. Each point in a map has a color that depends on the density of items at that point.
That is, the color of a point in a map depends on the number of items in the neighborhood of the point and on the importance of the neighboring items. The density view is particularly useful to get an overview of the general structure of a map and to draw attention to the most important areas in a map. The density view immediately reveals the general structure of the map. Especially the economics and management areas turn out to be important. These areas are very dense, which indicates that overall the journals in these areas receive a lot of citations. It can also be seen that there is a clear separation between the fields.

**Cluster density map**

This view is available only if items have been assigned to clusters. The cluster density view is similar to the ordinary density view except that the density of items is displayed separately for each cluster of items. The cluster density view is particularly useful to get an overview of the assignment of items to clusters and of the way in which clusters of items are related to each other.

After long elaborate the functionality of Vosviewer, it is claimed to be the trust and robust system that can handles huge numbers of data as well as has the capabilities to creating, developing and generating the visualization of density between the words. Therefore, next task for next section is to investigate the competency and ability of Vosviewer with the real data with retrieved from the selected database.

2.2.4 Vosviewer : Output interpretation

After data been processed in Vosviewer, there are number of output that the system produced in order to categorize and list out the output.

**Label.**

Label is the most important output in the system Label is a list of words that being processed in the website or we can called it as ‘keywords’. These are the keywords that has the number of repetition in the publication. Some are the keywords are the normal words and has general means which every publication in every subject area used it repeatedly such as ‘articles’, ‘conference’, experiment’ or ‘papers. But some of the keywords does has some specific meaning that really shows the specific topic or area of study. Therefore, it is important to determine which words that can give a good impact to the experiment.

**Cluster**

According to Merriam-Webster dictionary, definition of cluster is a number of similar things that occur together such as two or more consecutive consonants or vowels in a segment of speech (Merriam-webster, 1828). Thus, in the output, column cluster has the same role which is to group the words according to their closes definition between each other. Vosviewer will help the user to identify the
number of cluster will be generated in the output, but the user also has authorize to choose how many cluster of words that they want. The bigger number of cluster, means the bigger group of words will be pooled together. From this cluster, sometimes the user can identify the potential topic or research interest that they can dig into. Vosviewer will display the cluster with difference color with difference theme as shows in figure 1.

![Cluster generated from Vosviewer](image1)

**Fig 1: Cluster generated from Vosviewer**

**Link**

Link is represent the total numbers of words that has similar meaning. In publication, words that been used by researchers to represent their words are difference with each other, but actually the words has the similar meaning or has almost the same meaning or has the same group of meaning. Thus, in figure 2, every single line which connect with the words is shows that there is another potential words that can also represent the main words.

![Link of words](image2)

**Fig 2: link of words**
**Occurrences**

Occurrences is total number of repetition words that occurs in the data. The minimum number of occurrences that happens in the publication that been suggested by the system is 5 repetition, which means one particular words such as ‘controlled study’ was repeated with as minimum as 5 times in overall publication. The bigger number of repetition means that words is keep on appearing in most of the publication and shows that it is a quite number of study been made and use by researchers. Therefore, these occurrences data can gives other researchers an overview either to avoid any research topic which relates with that particular words or it might shows that it is a potential research topic that can be explores or it might has the potential to combine with other words that generated at the output that might become a new research topic. After all, every single words that generated in the output does give a significance impact in the research environment. With long elaborate in this section, next section is the experiment section with the real data which retrieved from selected database.

**3 Methodology**

In this application section, the implementation of stages in identify the classification of subject areas. Data that will be involved in this study within the time frame from 1995 to 2015 which is 20 years of publication by Malaysian’s researchers. Data were retrieve from Scopus database.

**3.1 Retrieve data from Scopus**

Due to limitation in database subscription and download service for researcher’s access account, not all data can be retrieved. The overall total publication in Scopus database is 294 504 for Malaysian’s researchers publication but unfortunately, only 10% from the total than can be downloaded. With the recommendation by previous researchers (Glänzel, 2012), 1% of top author or top cited are selected in this study which total for to produce the co-words analysis for each subject area is between 1000 to 2000 articles. Therefore, in this study the limitation in retrieving publication data in selected database is occurred. All data were sorted from highest cited articles to the lowest cited articles. In this study total of 2360 successfully downloaded which has been sorted the highest cited articles and all subject area is selected. Thus, all articles from any subject area is sorted which gain the highest cited is included and downloaded and the distribution of publication in subject area also vary from one and another.

Reason on elect the highest cited articles is based on several factors. First factor is the age of publication and next condition is the impact from the publication towards their readers (Aksnes, 2003). Combination of both factors will helps publication gain a lot of citation. Another factors that might involves in gaining number of citation is the ‘guru’ in the certain subject area (Aksnes, 2003).
happens because of the ‘guru’ it-self has their own followers or fan such as founder in certain theories or person who are discover some definition or new discoveries. Normally research and development from these ‘guru’ will give a significance impact towards nation and education, therefore, their research is important towards their readers and also can gives a direction for young researchers in developing their name in research environment.

Next task in producing the classification subject area is to clean all the ‘noise’ and uncompleted data in the database. In our downloaded data from database, almost 2% from total amount can be considered as a ‘noise’ data. The intended noise such as data isn’t in dedicated column or year of publication isn’t complete the way it should be. From the total of 2360 publication data, only 2000 can be used for the next process.

4 Analysis

All data is processed by using selected software which VosViewer. VosViewer is software that invented by Nees Jan van Eck and Ludo Waltman (Eck and Waltman, 2009) which is specialist in bibliometric mapping. The software is capable to produce the frequent keywords term that been used in title, abstract and journal title (Eck and Waltman, 2009, 2011; Eck and Waltman., 2010). One needs to determine which one should be used according to their objective of research. The reasons for VOSVIEWER is the chosen software in this study is the capabilities in handling large data (Eck and Waltman, 2007b), versatility in performing the important data (Eck and Waltman., 2010) and capability to deliver the relationship between the data which means, the closer the data, the strong relationship it have between each other (Eck and Waltman, 2009). It also capable in producing the emerging area in a subject area in selected period of time (Eck and Waltman, 2007b). VOSVIEWER also has user friendly interface which easy to interpreted compare to the others visualization bibliometric mapping software(Eck and Waltman, 2009).

Next step which is to produce cluster of publication. As being explained before, cluster of classification subject area used the co-words approach. Words from selected publication information such as title, abstract and keyword from both authors and index is processed in VosViewer. In previous research, the chosen parameter is 25. It is means that in every 25 publication which has the same words or term in each of publication, it will form a basic subject area. Unfortunately, in this study with limitation of data, we will choose parameter as a 10. Therefore, in every 10 publication, basic cluster of subject area will be formed. As for co-words or term analysis, recommendation from previous study in selecting the occurrences or repetition words in one publication is five times (Eck and Waltman, 2009). Therefore, if the words are below than five repetition will be excluded. After screening and processing experiment happens in the VOSVIEWER, there are list of potential co-words analysis is listed in the system, and
there are recommendation by the system to get only 70% from the total words. The words will be clustered according to the strength relationship between each other. Each of cluster will have one main keywords that became center of attention which mean the frequency of using the words is high in the publication.

Another important note that worth to highlight in this section, in order to generate co-occurrences and high frequency words, in Vosviewer the extraction process are involved numbers of important bibliometric element namely as title, abstract and author’s keywords. Reason being is title is normally represent the overview of the articles or paper, and abstract is normally comprehensive conclusion which represent real situation which happen in the paper. Real full paper or articles can be used in generating co-words analysis but apparently, not all paper or articles can easily to be downloaded. Alternatively, only abstract, title and author’s keywords can used in the software.

Thus, in this study, we will see quite big number of cluster is produced. The cluster as shows in Fig. 3.

Fig. 3: Cluster generated from Vosviewer

From fig. 3, there are five cluster produced from the software. A part of details classification subject area as shows in table 1.
Table 1: A part of list co-words and cluster for classification subject area for all total publication which produce within five cluster

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cluster</th>
<th>High frequency word</th>
<th>Least frequency word</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cluster 1</td>
<td>clinical feature, controlled study, disease outbreaks, disease severity, geographic distribution, nucleotide sequence,</td>
<td>acute disease, aedes albopictus, differential diagnosis, disease surveillance, encephalitis, viral gene locus, hand, foot and mouth disease human tissue, immunoglobulin m, molecular genetics, seasonal variation, sequence analysis, virulence, virus antibody, virus identification, virus replication, virus virulence,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cluster 2</td>
<td>Asia, climate change, comparative study, public health, southeast asia, tropical forest,</td>
<td>adsorption kinetics, aqueous solutions, atmospheric pollution, central america, chemicals removal (water treatment), concentration (composition), correlation analysis, environmental exposure, food intake, life cycle, pollutant removal, polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbon, polycyclic hydrocarbons aromatic, quantitative analysis, waste disposal fluid, water contamination</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cluster 3</td>
<td>age distribution, child, preschool, developing countries, major clinical study, middle aged, world health</td>
<td>alcohol consumption, blood pressure, cancer incidence, cohort analysis, ethnic group, ethnology, health behavior, hospital admission, sex ratio, symptomatology,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cluster 4</td>
<td>clinical trial, drug effect, drug efficacy, randomized controlled trial, systematic review, treatment outcome, unclassified drug</td>
<td>abdominal pain, antiviral agents, cardiovascular risk, confidence interval, dose response, double-blind method, drug cost, drug megadose, drug therapy, combination hepatitis c, kidney failure, low drug dose, neurologic disease, nonsteroid antiinflammatory agent, nuclear magnetic resonance imaging, patient compliance, thrombocytopenia, unspecified side effect, urinary tract infection, vitamin supplementation,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cluster 5</td>
<td>antibiotic agent, antibiotic resistance, bacteria (microorganisms), conference paper, escherichia coli, infection control</td>
<td>amoxicillin, antibiotic sensitivity, bacterial strain, bacterial virulence, bacterium isolate, cross infection, disease control, drug resistance, bacterial, hospital infection, immune response, international cooperation, multidrug resistance, penicillin g, seroepidemiologic studies, seroprevalence, south and central america, staphylococcus aureus,</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
From the table 1 and table 2, we can identify that there are 5 cluster formed from the selected database with each of them has their own color. Each color is shows in type of cluster. Among all cluster, the most dominated words which produced from software is in medicine area which is in cluster 1, cluster 4 and cluster 5. Whereas in cluster 2, the co-occurrences words are more related to agricultural and developing a nation. In cluster 3, words occurrences are more leaning towards management, adult health and child care.

From these occurrences words generated from the selected software, we can get a knowledge that in these 20 years duration time, our researchers and scientist are more eager performed clinical, medicine and disease research. As we know, in moving towards developed country or ‘developed nation’ status, the foremost and important matter that need to put into center of focus is health of nation and overcome any disease outbreak that happens in this country. It is undeniable, among all subject area, medicine is one of area that gain a lot of publication. It is because of in medicine, there are too many division related to medicine such as drugs, clinical and others. Therefore, it is no surprise if among all cluster, medicine is dominated which is in cluster 1, cluster 4 and cluster 5.

In cluster 2, high frequency words are related to agricultural, environment and forestry. Within 20 years, there are huge development happens in order to make sure our nation get their better facilities and services. Especially in urban area, most of the facilities are been developed to avoid any deficiency such as new elevated highway, light rail transit (LRT), monorail and others. Therefore, with these development, it is indirectly affect our environment whether it is weather.
changes or lack of forest. Apart from that, most of the publication revolve about Asia and Southeast Asia. This shows that, our researches are more interested to perform their research with Asia or Southeast Asia. This is also helped our government to understand better what actually happened in our country and indirectly, it can help government to plan a better infrastructure for our nation without neglect our environment.

In last cluster is cluster 3, the words generated from Vosviewer are consist about children development, adult health and health in developing countries. This cluster are somewhat the same as cluster 1, cluster 4 and cluster 5. Nonetheless, in this cluster, the focus point in more towards children health and development. These few years, development mental and physical as well as and education for children in this country become serious topic and important matter. This is because of these children will replace the current nation and they are the catalyst for future nation. Therefore, there are a lot of program, research and development that related to children development.

Nonetheless, beside high frequency words, there are also low frequency words generated from the Vosviewer. All low frequency words are shows in table 2 as well. From the result of low frequency words, there are possibilities to make advantage of it. One of the potential is to give a chance and opportunities to younger researchers to do more exploration in certain area and gives them an overview which domain research that they can involve and discover. Another potential is to acknowledge other researchers that might has potential collaboration with another research center in order to make a new discovery. From the list of words too, it can give idea for next trend research. Thus, researches need to be creative to manipulate this list of low frequency words in order to produce another publication in their area. Although in fig 1 there are certain area involves by words generated such as medicine, forestry or children management, it can give researchers from another domain to do more collaboration with these domain area.
6 Conclusions

There are few reasons on why there are only three subject area were identify in this study. First possibilities might be the most number of publication were came from these subject area. This is proven by other studies that were made from previous researchers which claimed that the most active researchers is from these subject area. As we know, in these subject area, the research and development are keep on evolve and being discovered, thus, the number of publication is keep on increasing year by year and researches from other subject area has low number of publication such as in art and humanities.

Second possibility might be the database factor. In this study, only one database which is Scopus was used to download all related publication. Scopus is infamous database which focus mainly in science and technology area. Therefore, the number of publication from other subject area especially in linguistic, literature, history and religion subject area are rather low being publish in this database. There might be difference database that mainly focus in these subject area. Thus, this is the limitation of this study which need to be improve for future study. In future study, multiple database which relate to research assessment as well as focus subject of each institutions are worth to be noted in order to get real scenario in classification subject area. The reason of not performing multiple database in this study is the limited access library subscription. In current situation, focus of institution is on technology and science, therefore, most of database subscription are mostly covered technology and science area. Therefore, only Scopus database were used in this study.

Third possible reason is classification from Scopus itself. It worth to get attention that in Scopus subject area, there are few publication falls in ‘unidentified’ subject area. We know that all subject area are keep on emerge and evolve between subject area. Nevertheless, as proven in previous study by other researchers, ‘unidentified’ in publication databases not supposedly happens in publication database as each of publication has their own genre and subject area. While retrieving related publication in Scopus, total of 483 publication aren’t fall into any subject area. This situation will be harmful and threaten the total of publication which supposedly been grouped in the specific subject area. Total publication in each subject area which be vary if the ‘unidentified’ subject area isn’t exist in the Scopus subject area.

Thus, for future recommendation, there are few point that need to give attention. First recommendation is about selection of databases. Publication from multiple databases might give another view of output cluster and will give some numbers of subject area compare to this study where there are only three subject area. Another recommendation is the total number of publication that being manipulate in order to generate the cluster. In this study, number of publication isn’t huge,
therefore, it might affect the number of cluster which generated by selected software. As in previous study, huge number of publication were manipulate in order to identify the classification of subject area. Therefore, in next study, it is necessity to gather huge number of publication is order to get the illustration of cluster as well as the classification which extract from publication.
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